Strategic Comp’s National Accounts Division, dedicated to servicing large, complex risks.

Strategic Comp’s program is simple:

We combine personalized loss control solutions and coast-to-coast localized claims service with an aggregate deductible structure that allows insureds to profit from their results.

We recognize, however, that implementing this program in larger accounts with geographic spread brings a unique set of challenges. Our National Accounts Division has the expertise to handle these complexities and to provide an exceptional customer experience that is consistent across the country.
PRIORITY UNDERWRITING

National Accounts will receive priority underwriting status, which means expedited review by the most senior officers in our underwriting department. The National Accounts underwriting team will provide indications as needed and can offer different deductible options to help you find the best fit for your company.

PRIORITY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

National Accounts will be managed by seasoned executives with a long and successful history of managing Strategic Comp’s most complex accounts. Your account will receive a customized loss control program, and our National Accounts Management team will work closely with you throughout the year to make sure the insured is achieving the expected results.

NATIONALLY COORDINATED, LOCALIZED CLAIMS SERVICE

National Accounts could have claims anywhere, but each claim is unique and deserves localized claims-handling. Strategic Comp has field adjusters across the country, each with low claims loads (average <60) and at least 15 years of claims-handling experience in their home states. Our All-Star team of adjusters brings creative solutions and early resolutions to our insureds’ claims. While localized expertise is essential for a large account, so too is national coordination. Our National Accounts Claims Coordinator can act as the sole point of contact, will help to create and manage special claims-handling instructions, and will coordinate the flow of information to and from our field-based claims teams.
Strategic Comp’s National Accounts program is available through your Insurance Broker.